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Paper Abstract
The changing character of warfighting from the traditional domains of air, sea, land, and to an extent space, to the Information Domain and Cyberspace, is putting increased emphasis on the need for the Joint Force Commander to employ his force to achieve Information Dominance. The information domain in warfighting is becoming increasingly relevant as nations develop capabilities to defend and operate offensively in cyberspace. The goal of Navy Information Dominance is to assist in achieving decision superiority, Assured
Command and Control, Battlespace Awareness, and Integrated Fires. Navy Information Dominance aims to use information in cyberspace as a way and means in warfare; as a battery in the Joint Forcer Commander's arsenal. The principle of Navy Information Dominance and its fundamental capabilities were at play in the Battle of Midway in June 1942 proving their relevance in achieving decision superiority against an adversary. While the other services that comprise the Joint Force have Information Dominance missions, they lack a comprehensive approach to achieving Information Dominance. This paper argues the Joint Force Commander must adopt the U.S. Navy model to achieve Information Dominance to be successful in future conflicts.
Introduction
Warfighting is expanding beyond the traditional domains of land, air, sea and to some degree space. The information domain, particularly cyberspace, will become increasingly important to the Joint Force Commander (JFC) to defend and when necessary, to use to conduct offensive operations. History and modern warfare is ripe with examples of defensive and offensive operations conducted in traditional disciplines; e.g., airplanes for air warfare, ships and submarines for surface and subsurface warfare, soldiers and artillery for land warfare. Because modern warfare will also be waged in the information domain, one must consider information as a warfare discipline. Information superiority provides the joint force a competitive advantage only when it is effectively translated into superior knowledge and decisions. The joint force must be able to take advantage of superior information converted to superior knowledge to achieve 'decision superiority'-better decisions arrived at and implemented faster than an opponent can react.
2
The Navy's structure and principles for achieving Information Dominance, which are anchored in history and leverage the combined capabilities of sub-communities to achieve In the context of operational art, information can be considered as both a way and means to an end. The Navy's Chief, Information Dominance Officer has stated information has been "…historically employed as an enabler of combat (information "in" warfare), information is being deployed more and more as a weapon (information "as" warfare).
Cyberspace is the information warfighting domain…information as both a weapon and an enabler in combat is driving an altogether unique warfighting capability that the U.S. Navy is the fusion of operational intelligence and cryptology to achieve information and decision superiority over the Japanese. 13 The Navy's three fundamental capabilities to achieve
Information Dominance were present at the Battle of Midway. 
The Battle of Midway: A Primer

Midway: Information Dominance and Fundamental Capabilities at Play
The principle of the Navy's current IDC and Information Dominance fundamental capabilities can be linked to actions Nimitz and his staff employed in defeating the Imperial Japanese Navy at the Battle of Midway. The fusion of operational intelligence and cryptology that provided Admiral Nimitz the necessary indications and warning to place his fleet in the best possible position to the confront the Japanese fleet is one example. The fusion of these two sub-communities, intelligence and cryptology, is one of the penultimate concepts of the IDC; maximum benefit will always be gained through collaborative efforts imply the inclusion of the expertise of sub-communities to provide a collaborative, multi-discipline approach; intelligence is but one component. Related to the Navy's model, the Army model will likely achieve Battlespace Awareness but lacks a comprehensive approach to achieve Assured C2 and Integrated Fires. Additionally, it does not speak to using information as a weapon or freedom of action in cyberspace.
The need for a comprehensive, Joint Force model for achieving Information Dominance is imperative to success in future conflicts. The Navy's model for achieving
Information Dominance can provide that framework which will be discussed further below.
However, one must first understand why IDC concepts are applicable in today's operating environment. attacks which rendered banking functions and government websites useless for extended periods of time. 37 Later, in July 2008, prior to the Russian military invasion of Georgia, multiple Georgian government and socio-economic focused web-sites were the subjects of denial-of-service attacks leaving them unusable. 38 Russia's use of information as a weapon in cyberspace likely provided them a physical and psychological advantage over their adversary. As previously discussed, the joint force arguably has an advantage in the traditional domains in today's operational environment, however this is not as true in the information environment. Navy leadership also acknowledges that the distance between U.S.
Why IDC Concepts are Relevant in Today's Warfighting
capabilities and those of the adversary as they relate to "information-based capabilities" are narrowing. 39 Potential adversaries are exploiting the information environment to their own benefit. This is evidenced in the 
Conclusion
Information Dominance is often thought of as intangible and esoteric as related to the larger warfighting effort and tangible tools required to achieve victory. The spread of warfare, over time and space, from traditional domains to cyberspace and the information domain will bring increasing relevance to information and its use in war and as a means of war. The guidance from our civilian and military leadership makes it clear that the United
States expects the military to invest in and develop information capabilities specifically to operate defensively, and when necessary offensively in cyberspace. The nation expects the military to achieve Information Dominance. The Navy's Information Dominance Corps possesses the tools with which the Navy will execute these expectations. History proves the principle of Information Dominance and its fundamental capabilities are successful in war. 
